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Abstract. In this paper, it introduces the design and implementation of custom IP core for liquid crystal display (LCD) controller based on system on a programmable chip (SOPC) technology and Verilog hardware description language (HDL). The IP core can be put up as a general-purpose peripheral module to the Avalon Bus, communicating with the NIOS II through registers, and the underlying sequential logic for communicating with the external LCD liquid crystal module is automatically completed by the module. The driver does not need to care about the details of the underlying timing, it only needs to implement the read and write operations of the LCD data through register access, thus achieve the purpose of controlling the display content of the LCD. In addition to reducing the complexity of driver development, the design can also take full advantage of the parallel operation of hardware logic to improve the execution efficiency of the entire system and the throughput of processing tasks, especially in some occasions where high-speed image real-time processing is required. Simulations and experiments show that the IP core for LCD controller has good stability, versatility and compatibility.

1 Introduction

The LCD controller design scheme using a piece of complex programmable logic device (CPLD) and a piece of frame storage is introduced in detail [1]. The field programmable gate array (FPGA) is more flexible in programming than CPLD; the programming method of CPLD is to modify the logic function with fixed internal circuit, and the programming mode of FPGA is mainly to change the wiring of internal connections; CPLD has more advantages on completing various algorithms and combinational logic and FPGA is more suitable for tasks that require higher timing logic; therefore, FPGA is more suitable than CPLD for the design of LCD controller with relatively high timing requirements. In addition, due to the properties of open structure, parallel processing design with FPGA is possible and easily designed [2-4]. It describes the design and implementation of a multi-function LCD controller based on FPGA, introduces the overall structure of the controller, and then describes in detail the design and implementation methods of each module and the pivotal technologies involved [2]. The FPGA-based TFT-LCD controller is designed, the module design using Verilog HDL solves the problem of real-time image display of the embedded system, saves development cost and development time cost, and expands the application range [5]. It is the first complete hardware evolution (CHE) based on SOPC for EH. It is completely built on the configurable logic blocks (CLB) of a single commercial off the shelf (COTS) FPGA [6]. The system on a programmable chip (SOC) is a special embedded system: first of all, it is the system-on-a-chip (SOC), which is the main logic function of the whole system by a single chip; secondly, it is a programmable system; The simple design of the embedded system using MCU is obviously unsatisfactory, and utilizing SOPC technology is an efficient and economical approach. Today, SOPC can be considered as an FPGA-based solution; it integrates the functional modules required for system design such as memory, processor, I/O port and CDR into a programmable module to form a programmable system-on-chip. The advantages and process of SOPC software and hardware collaborative design are expounded in detail [7]; in addition to reducing the complexity of driver development, hardware and software collaborative design can also make full use of the advantages of hardware logic to run in parallel; thereby improving the overall system execution efficiency and processing task throughput, especially in some situations where high-speed image real-time processing is required. In-depth study of the hardware system design and software development method of SOPC system, successfully transplanted uClinux embedded system on DE2 hardware development board, designed the LCD controller of TFT-LCD which is only suitable for DE2 development board matching LCD screen and display format [8], but it has limitations and does not apply to other devices. The NIOS II-based SOPC embedded system can design IP cores such as digital frequency meter, seven-segment digital tube driver, PID, AD controller, etc [9-12]. The following describes several user-defined LCD controller IP cores. Adding the IP core for the LCD module developed by the SOPC design and integrating it into the system, realizes the interface design of the
embedded NIOS II soft core processor and the liquid crystal display module, and writes the driver, which can connect with the system; independent development of the LCD display can be realized without knowing the principle of the LCD [13]. Aiming at the shortcomings of poor compatibility among existing LCD controller models, a design method of parameterized TFT-LCD controller IP core based on SOPC Builder tool is proposed; this method has good versatility and compatibility [14]. The IP core of TFT-LCD controller based on Avalon Bus is achieved, and the display resolution and pixel depth can be configured [15]. The IP core of the LCD controller is based on MIPI interface, combined with MIPI technology and SOPC embedded system, it can realize image display with different resolutions [16], but the IP core can only be used for LCD with MIPI interfaces and it is not universal. In this paper, a design of IP core for industrial LCD controller based on SOPC is introduced.

2 LCD

Two operational timing circuits are the 80 series and 68 series, MPUs can be selected through hardware settings. It has 4-bit display data line, fast transfer data speed and powerful mapping function; it can support text display, graphic display and graphic and text mixed display; simple MPU interface and full-featured control instruction set. Made with COB technology, the structure is stable and the service life is long.

2.1 Schematic diagram of LCD

The LCD screen selected for this design is YB320240A, using the powerful S1D13305 (compatible with RaiO 8835) as the controller. The display mode is a 320*240 graphic matrix. The schematic diagram of LCD is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Schematic diagram of LCD](image)

2.2 The interface signals of Intel8080

Pull sel1 low can select Intel8080 timing, when we set sel1 high, M6800 timing is selected. In this design, Intel8080 timing is selected.

2.2.1 Read and write timing

The Intel8080 read and write timing diagram is shown in Figure 2. Tcyc8 is the whole period of /RD and /WR. When A0 is pulled low, the data register is selected; it needs to wait Taw8 to pull /RD and /WR low; the low level hold time of /RD and /WR is Tcc; Tah8 must be kept after the rising edges of the two signals. For the write signal, Tds8 is the data setup time, Tdh8 is the data hold time, in order to write data on the rising edge of /WR; for the read signal, during the time period of Tacc8, we need to read the data from the video memory and put it into the register; Toh8 is the hold time of the data, the data should be kept during Toh8 period so that it can be read as soon as the rising edge of /RD occurs.

![Figure 2. Read and write timing diagram of Intel8080](image)

2.2.2 Combination functions of signals

As is shown in Table 1, there are four signals: /CS, A0, /RD and /WR, different combinations determine different functions. Once /CS is high, it executes prohibit operation; when /CS is low, it executes the following operations depending on the combination of the other three signals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/CS</th>
<th>A0</th>
<th>/RD</th>
<th>/WR</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Prohibit operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Read status flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Write command parameters and display data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Read display data and cursor pointer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Write instruction code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 LCD controller design

2.3.1 Ports design

LCD controller interface diagram is shown in Figure 3, it shows the ports and a few internal registers which LCD controller is contained. Some are input ports, some are output ports, and there also exists an inout port. Apart from the input and output ports, there is another port called inout ports in FPGA. If full-duplex communication required, then two channels will be required. In other words, you need to connect two FPGA pins to an external device, while sometimes half-duplex communication can often meet our requirements. There is
only one channel, the pin that implements this function on FPGA is the inout port. When the input port is in a high-impedance state, its state is determined by another circuit connected to it and it can be considered as an input port. The RA8835_DB signal is bidirectional, it is an input circuit connected to it and it can be considered as a high-impedance state, which is as input signal, thus achieving half-duplex communication.

2.3.2 Internal registers

For the description of several internal registers in the figure:

1) Data register: ADDR = 0;
   (a) Write data register will send data to RA8835 (LCD driver);
   (b) If you want to read the data of LCD video memory, you must write the custom command USER_RD_REQ = 8'h81 to the command register firstly, and then query the busy flag. When the command is completed, the video memory will be stored in the data register; then read the data register can obtain the data of the LCD video memory;

2) Command register: ADDR = 1;
   When writing this register, it is to send a control command;

3) Status register: ADDR = 1;
   When reading this register, it is to obtain the state of the LCD controller.

As is shown in Table 2, the status register has 8 bits, of which Bit0 and Bit1 respectively serve as error flag and busy flag of the LCD controller.

(a) Busy_Flag: This flag is set when the LCD controller is communicating with the LCD module; the user program must ensure that the flag is in the idle state before the LCD controller can be operated;

(b) Err_Flag: When the LCD controller could not get the LCD module idle status flag (idle state D6 = 0), Err_flag will be set; the LCD controller will try 500 times to get the idle flag; when the LCD controller obtains the idle flag, it will automatically clear the flag.

Note: If the LCD module is not connected, D6 = 0 is not obtained (the weak pull-up should be set for the output signal of the LCD module). Err_Flag will be set at this time. You can use this flag to judge whether the LCD module is connected.

(4) Frequency division counter: ADDR = 2;

This register is used to divide the system clock. The clock that communicates with the LCD module is expected to be 50MHz. When the system clock is greater than 50M,

Table 3. Frequency division counter register format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit7~Bit3</th>
<th>Bit2</th>
<th>Bit1</th>
<th>Bit0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency division coefficient = system clock/50M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Status register format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit7~Bit2</th>
<th>Bit1</th>
<th>Bit0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Busy_Flag</td>
<td>Err_Flag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this experiment, in addition to using Verilog HDL to implement the module function, the corresponding testbench file is also compiled. Timing simulation waveform of LCD controller is shown in Figure 4, RA8835_CS, RA8835_A0, RA8835_RD and RA8835_WR are the signals that the LCD controller needs to be exported. They are connected accordingly to the /CS, A0, /RD and /WR interfaces of the LCD display. The functions implemented by the combinations of the signals which are shown in Table 2. When /CS = 1, the operation is prohibited. As is shown in Figure 4, when Rst_n = 1, the system works normally.

(a) When as_address = 1, as_WriteData = 40h, as_Chipsel = 1, as_Wr_Req_n = 0; then look at the combinations of RA8835_CS, RA8835_A0, RA8835_RD and RA8835_WR, it is 0001 firstly, and then it is 0110, the operation is to read status flag firstly to ensure the LCD controller is in idle state; then write the instruction code, 40h is the instruction for system set.

(b) When as_address = 0, as_WriteData = 10h, as_Chipsel = 1, as_Wr_Req_n = 0; then look at the combinations of the four signals: it is 0001 firstly, and then it is 0010, the operation is to read status flag firstly to ensure the LCD controller is idle; then write command parameters and display the data 10h.
When \( \text{as\_address} = 1, \text{as\_WriteData} = 81\text{h}, \text{as\_Chipsel} = 1, \text{as\_Wr\_Req\_n} = 0 \); then look at the combinations of the four signals, it is 0001 firstly, and then it is 0101, the operation is to read the status flag, and then display data and cursor pointers for reading. To Write 81h to the command register and then to query the busy flag. When the command is executed, the LCD video memory data will be stored in the data register.

(d) When \( \text{as\_address} = 0, \text{as\_Chipsel} = 1, \text{as\_Rd\_Req\_n} = 0 \); the contents of the data register will be read, so the data of the LCD video memory can be obtained.

In summary, through the simulation waveform, it can be clearly seen that the module is well realized and connected, and then the IP core of the LCD controller is encapsulated in the Qsys software.

4.2 Software design

The operating environment of the soft code is Eclipse. Flow chart of software is shown in Figure 6, firstly, we parameterize the instruction code and initialize the LCD; wait until the Busy_Flag is low, and then we can write data to the LCD.

5 Experimental verification

We can download the soft code into the FPGA development board for testing if there is no problem after the software code is compiled and debugged. The LCD we use is monochrome screen, so we can't display any colourful image; and then we modify the image in Image2lcd tool, convert it to monochrome image with the format of 320*240, and output corresponding C code. The image is split into data, and the data is written to the
LCD video memory and displays. The experimental result is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The experimental result

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we discussed the design of IP core for LCD controller. According to the top-down design idea, the function of the IP core is designed, the timing of the IP core is simulated, and the experimental verification of the SOPC system composed of the IP core was carried out. Since the IP core is configurable, it can be easily applied to embedded systems based on the NIOS II, enhancing the portability of the LCD controller. For the IP core is reusable, and the screen we designed is a kind of industrial screen, this design also has great application value. This design is also a good example of LCD controller design. Users can also design IP cores for controllers of other display screens according to the design ideas of this paper.
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